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Fig. 1. Mathematical modeling of corruption 

This lecture shall try to bring analog of thermodynamics with economics by visualizing economic activity as a 

dynamical system, with money as the agent of change. Hence, the techniques of dynamical-system analysis could be 

utilized to study and model economic activity. Economics differs from finance as the former incorporates social 

costs, which could not be directly entered into the balance sheets. Whenever there is a social factor involved, there 

enter problems of conflict of interest and corruption. The organizations providing fuel for economic activity 

(money) are interested in ascertaining that their contributions result into productive projects and not wasted through 

various modes of corruption. There is, therefore, a dire need to visualize money flow as a substance-like quantity. 

The idea was first introduced by a German, Bruno Schmidt. Establishing an analogy with heat flow, the economic 

version of first law of thermodynamics may be stated. Money allocated for a project, ∆M, could be considered equi-

valent to heat extracted from a hot reservoir, ∆Q. This money is, partially, utilized in infrastructure, ∆I, which may 

be visualized as increase in internal energy, ∆U. Rest of the money is spent in providing services (health-care, 

education or community development, for example) or products (mainly industrial), ∆P, which could be thought of 

as work done by the system, ∆W. Hence, the mathematical statement of the first law, ∆Q = ∆U + ∆W, becomes the 

econodynamic law, ∆M = ∆I + ∆P. As involvement of money opens up means of corruption (at times on mega scale, 

destabilizing economy), there is a need to model and to quantify corruption. Not all the money, which is allocated 

for productive projects (invested money), ,INVM is properly utilized. Some of it is wasted in the form of corruption, 

,CORM equivalent to heat absorbed by a cold reservoir, commonly known as heat sink. In the context of second law 

of thermodynamics, money allocated for projects (equivalent to heat extracted from hot reservoir — heat source) is 

used up for the genuine purposes (providing services/fabricating products), ,P&SM only partially, whereas the rest 

leaks into the corrupt hands (Fig. 1). Law of conservation of energy, when adapted for money flow, takes the form 
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One can define efficiency of project economy (equivalent to efficiency of heat engine) as 
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This is the maximum efficiency. Actual efficiency may be about 70% of this value. Considering money as a 

substance-like quantity would open new directions of research in dealing with money as an agent of social change. 
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